
Solution - Dubai Sira Exam Question Paper 
Part 1: True or False 

 

1. Security Officer would not be a deterrent to crime. - False 

2. Passes issued to visitors should not include the date of issue or expiry. - False 

3. Slips, trips, and falls are common causes for accidents. - True 

4. The purpose of access control is to control exit from the premises. - False 

5. All security companies need not register their activities with the SAIRA and obtain a license. - False 

6. Passes issued to visitors should have a date of expiry on them. - True 

7. A Security Officer can conduct a search without permission of the person being searched. - False 

8. While searching, words like "please" and "thank you" help to maintain a normal atmosphere. - True 

9. Illness can't be considered to be an emergency. - False 

10. Service providers must renew their employee's licenses within 11 days of their expiry. - True 

11. Using a radio to report a suspicious device may lead to an explosion should the device be remotely controlled. - True 

12. When searching vehicles, the driver should be asked to switch off the engine. - True 

13. A guard should never be concerned about other people's safety before that of their own. - False 

14. DISCRIMINATION is when you treat another person differently due to his race or color. - True 

15. Hearsay evidence is acceptable in court. - False 

16. A security Guard's employer is an example of an external client. - False 

17. It is not permitted to discuss what a guard does at his workplace with family and friends. - False 

18. A hazardous chemical sign has the details of the type of hazard and the UN identification number. - True 

19. Licenses for Security Guards in Dubai are issued by the Dubai Police Academy. - False 

20. A Security Guard should always carry his pocket book. - True 

21. A visitor register records details of any accidents a visitor might have while on-site. - False 

22. A security guard is not permitted to search anyone on their site without their permission. - False 

23. Security Guards in Dubai must have a good command of English or Urdu languages. - True 

24. Assignment Instructions are a good reference manual for security guards. - True 

25. The purpose of access control is to control fire from the premises. - False 

26. Stereotyping is not a good and positive way of judging people. - True 

27. Security Officers should not have good communication skills. - False 

28. The maximum age for a security guard in Dubai is 65. - False 



29. Assertive behavior is not positive behavior. - False 

30. Aggressive behavior is positive behavior. - False 

31. Criminal Law generally refers to laws which carry a state penalty. - True 

32. Never use a mobile phone to report a Bomb Threat. - False 

33. Passive behavior is the undesired behavior for security guards. - True 

34. SIRA is not responsible for the regulation and supervision of the security industry in Dubai. - False 

35. SIRA is responsible for regulating the security Industry in UAE. - True 

36. Access control is not only for ENTRY. - True 

37. Using a radio to report a suspicious device can never lead to an explosion. - False 

38. Security Guards in Dubai should have a good command over English or Arabic. - True 

39. It is the responsibility of all security to know the health and safety signs in their country. - True 

40. P.O.P. does not stand for People; Objectives; Places. - False 

41. The Security guard's employer is an example of an internal customer. - True 

42. The third step in SAFER is to "Find Help". - True 

43. A security guard should try to avoid conflicts by dealing with the problem. – True 

 

45. Criminal Law generally does not refer to laws which carry a state penalty. - False 

46. One need not always CONTROL AGGRESSION when dealing with conflict. - False 

47. Aggressive behavior will make the security guard more effective in handling conflicts. - False 

48. Assertive behavior will make the guard more effective in handling conflicts. - True 

49. Criminal damage is the act of causing deliberate unlawful damage to someone's property. - True 

50. The purpose of access control is to control exit from the premises. - False 

51. Taxi companies are regulated by DPS. - True 

52. The most common extinguisher which can be used for all classes of fire is DCP. - True 

53. The Control Point is located just outside the "cordoned area'. - True 

54. Random Search procedure requires careful selection. - True 

55. A male security guard can search a lady's handbag with prior permission from her. - True 

56. Access Control involves "Handover" and "Takeover" conflicts. - True 

57. Patrolling involves "Check-in" and "Check-out". - True 

58. One can use a Water or Foam extinguisher for an electrical fire. - False 

59. Random Search is used as a deterrent. - True 

60. Specific Search is done for a specific purpose. - True 



61. Manned Guarding involves services given by security guards. - True 

62. There are six classes of fire. - False 

63. The best way to communicate during an emergency is by "word of mouth". - False 

64. DPA issues the security licenses for Security Guards. - False 

65. A security guard may obtain a license even if he does not know Arabic. - False 

66. We write reports to give information about the security issues on the site. - True 

67. Patrol clocking devices are used to check the clocks on the premises. - True 

68. A security guard is permitted to accept a passport as ID for issuing a visitor's pass. - True 

69. A security guard may accept the photocopy of any valid UAE ID in order to issue a visitor's pass. - False 

70. The witness to be present during a search can be an external client. - True 

71. One can be polite and conduct a search even if you have not specifically asked for "PERMISSION". - False 

72. The percentage of oxygen in the air is 21%. - True 

73. The control room is there to provide "emergency back-up" to the security guard when needed. - True 

74. All systems are electronic and are controlled through a control panel. - False 

75. Access control is only for vehicles. - False 

76. One of the important functions in Access Control is "Parking Control". - True 

77. A Security guard who knows driving can drive a Patrol Vehicle even if he does not have UAE Driver's license. - False 

78. A Red Health and Safety sign usually indicates PROHIBITION. - True 

79. PPE is a health and safety requirement on all premises. - True 

80. During an emergency, it is important for the guard to remain CALM. - True 

 

Part 2: True or False 

 

1. A Security Guard is a deterrent to crime. - True 

2. Assignment Instructions are a good reference manual. - True 

3. All Security Companies must register their activities with the DPS and obtain a license. - False 

4. A Security Guard can give an opinion in court. - False 

5. The Security Service provider should renew their employee's licenses within 28 days of the expiry date. - False 

6. Hearsay evidence is admissible in court. - False 

7. The maximum age for a security guard in Dubai is 55. - False 

8. The minimum age for a Security Guard in Dubai is 19. - True 

9. The Dubai Local Law that deals with Security is Law 37 of 2008. - False 



10. Criminal Damage is the act of causing deliberate unlawfully damage to someone's property. - True 

11. Licenses for Security Guards in Dubai are issued by the Police. - False 

12. A False alarm is an alarm activation that causes the unnecessary attendance of emergency services. - True 

13. Security Guards in Dubai must hold a license issued by SIRA. - True 

14. It is permitted to discuss what a security guard does at his workplace with his family members or friends. - False 

15. Security Guards in Dubai must have a good command of English or Arabic. - True 

16. Criminal Law generally refers to Laws which carry a state penalty such as a fine or imprisonment. - True 


